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Agsrnacr. The set Ramsey number r.(t, (l)) is the smallest
integer r such that if the edges of a complete graph K, are
2-colored, then there will be a graph with n vertices a,nd /c
edges in the first cblorbr a graph with n vertices ana (|) (e.g.
a complete graph) in the second eolor. For each n ) 3 and
1 < k < n, the set Ramsey numbers r.(f, (l)) are determined.
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Introduction

The Ramseg number r(G,H) is the smallest integer r such that for any
2-coloring of the edges of a complete graph K", there is either a copy of
G in the first color or a copy of I{ in the second color. In general, the
Ramsey number r(G,H) is difficult to determine, and this is particularly
true when G and H are complete graphs with at least 3 vertices. In fact,
the Ramsey numhers for only 11 sudr pairs are known ("ee [Z] and [8]), and
the only diagonal Ramsey numbers for complete graphs that are known are
r(Ks) : r{K3, Ks) : 6 and r(Ka) : r(K4, K4) :13.
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One approach to get some insight into r(K") was suggested in [1], where
Ramsey numbers for sets of graphs with fixed numbers of vertices and edges
were considered. Thus, the following definition.

For positive integers n'L,r\s,t with 1 ( s ( (\) ana t <
t < (Z) the set Ramsey number r^,n(s,t) is the smallest integer r such
that for arry 2-coloring of the edges of a complete graph K,, there is either
a graph with m vertices and's edges in the first color, or a graph with n
vertices and t edges in the second color. When rrl : rL, r*,^(s,t) will be
expressed more compactly as r*(s,t).
Associated with fixed positive integers rn and n there is an (!) UV (i)
array of Ramsey numbers (r*,n(t,t)) for 1 ( s ( (f) ana 1 <, < (!) ttrat
represent sets of graphs with fixed numbers of edges. For small values of
m and n the array of Ramsey numbers (r*,n(t,t)) have been determined.
The values for m :3 and 3 I n 17 were determined in [4], and the values
for m: 4 and 4 1n 15 were determined in [1], except ior ra,s((l), (!)) :
r(Ka, K5), which has now been shown to be 25 by McKay and R^adziszowski
(see [fl). All but 5 cf the values of (r5(s,t)) were determined in [5]. For
Ramsey numbers of more general sets of small graphs see [2].
For fixed n some general observations about r*(s,t) were proved in [6].
It is easy to observe that

Definition 1.

r*(s, t)

:

n if and onlY if

s

* t ( (;) *,,

(1)

that all of the numbers on or above the secondary diagonal in the matrix
(r.(s, t)) of the set Ramsey numbers are easily determined. The entries in

so

the two linm parallel but just belowthe secondary diagonal were determined

in [6].
Theorem l. For n23 bnd2l s 1l + +(;),

'-u,(;)-s*2):{:I',

if(n-1)12(s-1),

other-urise.

Q)

Theorem 2. For n) 3 and3 < s S *(S + (!)),

-(,,(;)

-s*3):{ri;

if t: #,n = 1 (mod 2),
if (n - 2) 12(s - 2),

(3)

otherwise.

The first n entries in the last column of the matrix (r,(s,t)) will be
investigated in this paper, and, in particular, the following will be proved.
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Theorem 3. For

n)-3,

3n-2

lE"+l
|ry]
+ -2
? +Z
T +t

,"o,(i)t:

if n{O (mod 3),
if n=9,12 or27 (mod 30),
if rr=3,6,27 or 24 (mod 30) or n:18,
if n: 78 (mod 30), rz ) 18,
if n: O or 30 (mod 90), or n : 60 (mod

(4)
105),

olherwise.

The techniques used in the proof of Theorem 3 are also sufficient to verify

the following.

Theorem 4. For n) 3 withl <

,-u,(;), :

&

<n

-1,
forl <k<nlZ

{i,}"-*_,,u

_qft) fornf2<k<n-1.

(5)

2 Proofs
The proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 will be given in this section. Before starting
the proof of Theorem 3 some special notation will be introduced. A graph
G is said tobe n-admi,ssible if its vertex independence number Bs(G) is at
most n - 1 and if it contains no subgraph with n vertices and n edges (not
necessarily induced). For ease ofreference let a(n) denote the values given
for rn(n, (;)l t" Thlorem 3. We begin with the lower bound for r"(n, (i)).

Lemma 1. For

n)

3,

r^(n, (Z)) >

"(n).

Proof: To verify this inequality it is sufficient to exhibit rz-admissible
graphs with a(n) - 1 vertices. It is straightforward to verify the following graphs have these ProPerties.
(n

- 7)C3
Bqu (7 -2)Cu
2qu (#)c5
csu

(t -

\)cs

l0 (mod 3),
n: 12 (mod 30),
ra

n.

=

9 or 27 (mod 30),

z:6 or 24 (mod 30),
n: 3 or 21 (mod 30),

(#)cu
n.
(t -1)c5u K2
= 18 (mod 30), n > 18,
n: 0 or 30 (mod 90),
(3 - t)c, t-) 4cn1s11
n:60 (mod 105) or n:
5C3 u (t -Z)Cz
(6 - t)C, uZCsuCan/s-, otherwise.
This completes the proof of Lemma

l.
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18,

tr

The proof that r*(n, (;)) < a(n) will follow from two lemmas, which
will show that any n-admissible graph has at most
1 vertices. Some
"(") - and edges in a
special notation will be useful. The number of vertices
graph G will be denoted by p(G) and q(G) respectively. The subgraph of
a graph G consisting of those components ,S of G satisfying q(S) > p(S)
is denoted by G>, and also G: and G1 are defined analogously. Note
that q(,S) : p(,S) - 1 for the components in G.. A component ,9 is called
odd (even), if p(S) is odd (even), and by t;(G) we denote the number of
components S in G: with p(^S) : k. An n-admissible graph of maximum
order is called a mo,rimuin riadmissible graph.

Lemma 2.

(i) c>

If

G is a maximum n-admissible graph, then

:0.

(ii) Bo(G):n-1.
(iii) e(S) : 0 (mod 2), Po(S) : p(S)/z for every component S in G<,
go(S) : lpp)12) for every component S in G:.
(iv) If ,Sr,...,51 ora the odd components in C:, h : p(S;), and 2s
is the number of vertices in the even components of G, then G' Cr, U . . . U Cor lJ sK2 is also a ma><imum n-arlmissible graph.

(v)

If &r,... ,Si^

a,raoddcomponentsin G:,k isodd,pir:p(S*) >k
for j : 1,.. .,ffi, and M : pit I .. . * p;.^ : 0 (mod k), then M 2
ktk(G) +2k.

Proof: First we will deduce two simple but useful lower bounds for the
vertex independence number B6(F') of a graph F'. Denote by o(l,) the
minimum s such that there are s vertices in F whose removal yields a
graph containing no cycles. Then

ru\- / >
fo(F)
-

p(F)

- a(r),

(6)

2

since graphs without cycles are bipartite. If S is a component of F, then
(p(S) - 1), which is the number of edges that must be deleted
<
"(S) S(S) to obtain a spanning tree of ,S. Thus, if r.,'(.F') is the number of components
of ,F, we have from inequality (6) that

fio@) 2

(i)

Suppose

that G;

*

2p(F)-q(F)-w(F)

0 and p(c) > a(n)

depending on the girth of G;,.
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-

7. We distinguish

(7)

two

cases

Case

I. G2 has girth g(G;,) < n.

:G>l) G:. Then p(C>):rt - b for some integer 6 ) 1, since
would contain a subgraph with n vertices and n edges, which
G
otherwise
is forbidden. This implies p(G<) 2 4nl3 + b - 2, since p(G) 2 7nl3 - 2.
Thus, weobtainq(G<) >b12, as&(G<) 1n- 1. Moreover,q(G>) <
n -bf2, for otherwise, G> together with 16/21 edges from Ga would yield
a forbidden subgraph. Moreover, u(G>) < nl3 - bf 2, since Bs(G) < n - l
and Bs(Ga) > p(G.)12 by inequality (7). But then inequality (7) implies
that B6(G) 2 pG)12 - (q(G>) - p(C>))12 - u(G7-)12 ) n, contradicting
the n-admissibility of G.
Case II. G2 has girth g(G2) > n * 7.
In this case G2 must be connected, since otherwise two cycles of minimum length belonging to different components would yield n independent
vertices. The same reasoning implies that all cycles in G;, must belong to
the same block.
Case II.1. G2 contains'a cycle with at least one chord.
Consider a cycle C of minimum length with at least one chord. Denote
by lthe length and by d the number of chords of C. Let C : (1,2,.. ',1,,1).
Put G>

We may assume that a chord (1, c) with 3 I r 1l-1 belongs to G;'. Since
the cycles C' : (7,2,...,r,1) and C" : (7,r,r11,.. .,1) must have length
) n * l, we have that (, > 2rz. This implies that d ) 2, for otherwise there
would be n independent vertices, namely V1 : {2,4,...,2n}. Let (y,z)
with gr I zbe a second chord in C. Since C' and C" both have length < /,
(y, z) cannot be a chord of either of these cycles, which forces 2 < y < r -7

ando*71211.

(. : 2n, for otherwise, by inequality (6), C
Since neither V1 nor V2 : {7,3, . ' . ,2nvertices.
would yield n independent
and as cycles of length <n+7
vertices,
of
n
independent
1) can be a set
: U *n, with y : nlzf 1, and
:
n*7t
z
that
o
we
obtain
are not allowed,
:
p(G) > 2n, there must be a
n
4.
Because
implies
(mod
which
>
4),
n 2
since
any
two vertices of C lie on a
C,
and
belongingto
vertex uin G not
to more than one
I
be
adjacent
u
cannot
n
2,
*
common cycle of length
(
occur. However,
n
would
of
length
a
cycle
otherwise,
vertex of C, for
yield
vertices.
n
independent
v1
or
in
vz
in
vertices
then u and n- 1 suitable
Thus, we may assume that d 2 3. Let (r.,, u,) be a third chord in C. Since
cycles of length smaller than (, with at least one chord are forbidden, o and
tr.r must be different from 1, r, y ar,d z. We may assume that g 1a 1r,
and this implies z I w I f. Moreover, no more vertices on C and no
additional chords of C are possible without having cycles of smaller Iength
with at least one chord. But, then the existence of cycles of length 4 and the
existence of 3 independent vertices yields a contradiction to ft(G) 1 n - 7

Suppose

that d : 2. Then

andg(G;) )n*1.
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II.2. No cycle in Q2 lys a chord..
Let B be the block containing all cycles in Gy. Since S(G>) > p(G>),
there are at least two cycles in B, and B cannot be Hamiltonian, for otherwise, a cycle with a chord would occur. Thus, since B is 2-connected,
it must contain a theta-subgraph O, that is a subgraph consisting of two
vertice z and y joined by three internally vertex disjoint paths pl, p2
and P3, each of length at least 2. F\rrthermore, O must be an induced
subgraph of Gs., since any two vertices of O lie on a common cycle. Then,
at least 3 independent vertices occur in O, and this implies n ) 4. Thus,
p(G) > a(n) -7 > 7n/3 - t.
Suppose that B : @. Then o(G>): 1, and p(G>) > p(O) > (Zn*t)/2,
since every cycle in O must be of length ) n * 1. Note that Eo(S) 2
p(S)/3 for every component S of G< by inequality (Z). But then we have
go(G) 2 (p(Cr) 1) /2 + ((7n/3 7 p(c>))/3 > n 1 by inequality (6),
- a contradiction.
Thus, we may assume that B + O. Letu. be a veriex in B not belonging
to O. Since B is 2-connected, there are two independent paths pa and ps
from u to different vertices u and u.r with no internal vertices in o. There
are four essentially different possibilities for the subgraph 6 consisting of
the 5 paths Pr , . . ., P5, and these are described in Figure 1.
Note that 6 ir u, induced subgraph also. Since every cycle in 6 must
hav: l:l{h 2_n * 1, w_e obtain that p(O1),
B(O+) 2 Zn,^p(@2) )_^2n I t,
and p(O3) ) 2n* 2. Moreorcr, o(6r) : o(62) : t, o(@s) : o(6a):2,
and then inequality (6) implies Fo(Or) ) n for i :1,2, and 3, contradicting
that Bs(G) : n - 1, and also implies that B6(6n) ) n - !.
Only the case 6 :.6a with B0(6) : 2- 1 remains to be considered. This
is only possible if p(6) :2n and, ifthe bipartite graph (O t)
- -y has two
disjoint sets v1 andv2 of n - 1 independent vertices. For every two vertices
i and j of degree 3 in O let Wi,j denote the path from i to j which has as
its internal vertices only vertices that are of degree 2 in O. Let m;,i be the
number of internal vertices in W;,i. Then, ma,j ) 1 as chords in cycles are
forbidden. Thus B6(O) ) 6, and this implies that n ) Z.
Since p(G) > 2n, there must be a vertex z in G not belonging to 6, and
z must be adjacent to two vertices e and / from O, for otherwise, z andVl
o^r Y2 would yield a set of n independent vertice. Since no subgraph 61,
@2 or @3 can occur, e and, f must be internal vertices of different paths
Wi,i andW2,p without common endvertices, say of Wo,- andWr,o. If.then
rrln,u : tuo,u : rnn,u : 1, the corresponding paths form a cycle of length 8
implying n : 7. But then rtur,o ) Z or my,u ) 3, beca,se p(O) : 2n, and,
this would yield 7 independent vertices contradictin g go(C) ( rz 1. Thus,
by symmetry we may assume that my,u ) 2. But then e and .f lie on a
common cycle of length at most 2n-3 artd, z must belong to a cycle of length
Case
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at most n, contradicting that 9(G>) ) n* 1. Thus, eG) > a(rz) - 1 and
G, * A is impossible, and (i) is proved because a ma:rimum rz-admissible
graph must contain at least a(n) - 1 vertices.
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Figure

1

(ii) If &(G) < rr-1, then we oould add a component K2 without violating
the ra-admissibility, contradicting the manimality of G'

(iii) By inequality (7), ft(,S) > lp@)/\ for every component ,S in Ga,
and ft(S) > lpG)/Z) irr every component ,S in G:. In Gq a
component ,S with p(S) odd is impossible, as it could be replaced
Uy ((p(,S) +1)/2)K2 without violating the n-admissibility, and this
would increase the number of verbices. An even component S with
0o(S) > p(S)12 cannot occur in G4, since replacing this component by tpr{1S)/2)Kz worrld yield a maximum n-admissible graph with
91

1, which contradicts (ii). If &(S) > lp(,S)/z] for some,S
,9 by Cr1ry, and again we would obtain a
ma:rimum n-admissible graph with h <n - L.

9o < n

-

in G:, we could replace

(iv) This is an immediate consequence of (i) and (iii).
(v) Suppose that M < ktx*2\c. Letb : 0 (mod Ic) and 0 < b < M +trtk.
Then, b - kr * yM, wherec is an integer satisfying 0 ( r ( t7" and
y € {0, 1}. This implies that the n-admissibility is not violated if the

&r,. . ., St- and the t7, components with /' vertices are
M/k+ta cycles C6. Again, we would obtain a maximum
n-admissible graph with fu < n - 1. This mmpletes the proof of (v)
components

replaced by

and of Lemma 2.

tr

Lemrra 3. An n-admissible graph G : CprU. . .UC,,U sK2 with pt r . . . t pt
odd and s ) 0 contains et mest a(rr) - I vertices.

Proof: Consider

an n-admissible graph G of the assumed structure with a
ma:rimum number of vertices. By Lemma 2, it is a maximum n-admissible
graph. Let p: p(G). We then have the following

p

:2s+ f r,,

una

(8)

i:1

n-7:Fo(G):t+-Dl:,b,Z - t)

(e)

Multiplying equation (9) by suitable constants and using equation (8) we
get the following equations.
(10)

(11)

5n-5-s*ts _D*
p:----zp: 7n-7-s*2ts -D*
p- 7n-7-sl2tslta

pr>z(tu
4
pr>s(Pi

Dt,

-

5)

(12)

7)
(13)

6

or>z(P,
6
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-

7)

(14)

Case

I. n,l 0 (mod 3).

case equation (11) implies pt <-3n - 3 - a(n) - 1. It may be
remarked that p : 3n -3 is only possible if s : 0 and p1 : "i : Pt : 3
and t: n - 1 by equation (10).
Applying Lemma 2, we obtain that G : (r, - 1)C3 is the only maximum
n-admissible graph in this case.

In this

CaseII.n=0

(mod3).
In this case t3 < nl\ - 1, for otherwise there would be a subgraph of
G with n vertices and rz edges, which is forbidden. We will consider three
subcases.

II.1. t3 ( 3 andnf 0 (mod 5).
Then, p < o(n) if n : 9,12 or 27 (mod 30) by equation (12). Suppose
that p > a(n) for n: 6 or 24 (mod 30). Then equation (12) implies p :
and 16:0 for k>7, and fromequation (10) we
"(n):5n12-7,t3:3
have that t:ts,*ts*tz
+." - nl2+7. But then, ts:n/2-2 andG
Case

would contain a forbidden subgraph. The other residue classes (mod 30)
can be treated similarly.
Case II.2. ts < 3 and n:0 (mod 5).
Then, 15 < nl| - 1, for otherwise a forbidden subgraph would occur.
Suppose that p > 7n/3* 1. This gives that t > nl3 * 3 by equation (10),
2r1ll5 +1 > 3. Then t5 < 5 is impossible, for
and we have t -ts-t5"
otherwise equation (13) would imply t3 :3,4 ( 15 ( 5,tp:0 for,k ) 11,
and then Lemma 2(v) forces tz : tg: 0, contradicting t - ts -ts > 3' The
remaining subcase is when t5 ) 6, which implies rz > 30 and , - fu -t5 ) 5.
Consider five cycles of length ) 7. Since among five natural numbers there
is always some subset which has a sum

: 0 (mod 5), it follows from Lemma

2(v) that the sum of the lengths of the five cycles is at least srb + 10.
But then equation (13) implies that p < 7nf 3+1, contradicting the initial
assumption. Thus p < a(n) - 1 is proved in the case when t3 ( 3.

II.3. ts > 4.
> 7nl3 * 2, except for those n
This implies that n, ) 15, and
"(n)
7), and n I 0 ot 12 (mod 18),
(mod
n
4
(mod
15),
0
n
satisfying
#
=
where a(n) : 7nl3 + 1. Suppose that p > a(n). Flom equation (10) we
obtain t > nf 3+3, and this implies t-ts ) 4, since fu < nf 3-1. Moreover,
we obtain from Lemma 2(v) that t5 <-2, ts: 0, and lhat t7 > 0 is only
possible if tu : g.
First suppose that t - fu > 6. Consider the six shortest cycles in G
of length > 5. Taking into account that among three natural numbers
there is always some subset which has a sum: 0 (mod 3), we obtain from
Lemma 2(v) that the sum of the lengths of the six cycles is at least 6ts-112.
Then equation (13) implies p < (7n + 8 - ,3)/3, contradicting our initial
Case
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assumption except for some n # 4 (mod 7), where p :7n13 * 1 is still
possible if 4 < ts ( 5 and, by equation (13) because of t5 ( 2, if ts * trs *
. ' . < 1. Since te : 0, we obtain t7 ) 0, which implies f5 : [. Thus, f3 : $
by equation (13). F\rrthermore, t : tz * t7 and t > n/3 * 3, which imply
thattT > nl\ -2. But then, since nt'4 (mod 7), a forbidden subgraph
would occur. Thus, the assumption that t - 13 ) 6 leads to a contradiction,
and the remaining cases are 4 < t - ts < 5.
lf t - h : 4, we obtain a contradiction to our initial assumption by
equation (10) except for some n f 0 or 12 (mod 18), where p : 7nl3 + 1
is still possible if 4: n13 - 1. Consider the four cycles of length > 5 in G.
The sum of their lengths is at most 4nl3+4. Similar to the previous cases,
for every three of the four cycles the sum of their lengths must be at least
3fs * 6 - n+ 3. This is only possible if all four cycles have length nl3 +7.
But for n+O or 12 (mod 18), either nl3* 1 :0 (mod 2), contradicting
the definition of G, or nf 3+7: 0 (mod 3), which contradicts Lemma 2(v),

sincen/3+1<3r3+6.
If t - ts: 5, then p < 7nl3*2 by equation (10), and p > 7nl3* 1 is
only possible if ts 2 nl3 - 2. This implies that the total length of the five

cycles of length ) 3 in G is at most 4nf 3 * 8. Moreover, for every three of
them, the total length must be at least n by Lemma 2(v), and this bound
can be improved to n* 3, for otherwise a forbidden subgraph would occur.
It is easily checked that no five such cycles exist, and the proof of Lemma
3 is complete.
tr

By a more careful discussion of the equations (10) to (13), it is possible to
determine all maximum n-admissible graphs in the case of n, : 0 (mod 3),
just as in the case of n I 0 (mod 3), where the n-admissible graphs were
characterized. However, different from the case n I 0 (mod 3), they are

not always unique.
Theorem 3 follows imrhediately from Lemmas 1,2, and 3, so only the
proof of Theorem 4 remains.

Proof (of Theorem 4): We first consider the case 1, < k < nf2. The
: (k- 7)Kzu(n-k)K1has only k- 1 edges and Be(G) : n- 1, so
,^(k, (;)) > n*tc-2. If G is a graph with p(G) : n*k-7 and qG) ( k-1,
then an appropriate deletion of&-1 vertices leaves an independent set with
n vertices, so Bs(G) ) n. This verifies the first equality in equation (5) in
graph G

Theorem 4.
We are left with the case nl2 < k 1n - 1. Let rn: L(2k -n-7)13),
and consider the graph G : rnKzu(n-nl- 1)K2. Note that the maximum
number of edges in a subgraph with n vertices is 3rn, * (n - 3m)/2 < k.
Since p(G) : l(5rz +2k -7)13), Bo(G) : n - 1, and G has no subgraph
with rz vertices and k edges, rn(k, (;)) > f(sn + 2k - 4)13).
To verify the upper bound, consider a graph G withp(G) : p : l(5n + 2k
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-4)13), no forbidden subgraphs, and fo(G)

I n - l.

For some b

)

1,

pG); - b, for otherwise, G would contain a forbidden subgraph' Thus,
pGA 2 p - n*b ) n*b -7, and so s(G <) > b I z,since Be (G) ( n- 1' This
implies that q(G>) < k - bf 2, since G does not contain a forbidden subgraph. Also, since !o(C) S rr- 1, we must have r(G>) +p(C<)12 3n-7'
Using equation (7) applied to G>, the fact that Be(G2) +p(G<)12 1n-7,
and the inequalities involving p(G>), q(G2)u(C2) gives a contradiction
D
that completes the proof of this case and of Theorem 4.
Finally, it may be remarked that for k: n*7 the graph (n-7)Cz implies
rn(n*l, (;)) > 3n-2 for all n, ) 4. However, this lower bound is exceeded
by 1at le#t for n15, since r4(5,6) :11 and 15(6, 10) :14 are proved in
[3] and [5] respectively.
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